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Abstract

CCS Concepts

On-device deep learning (DL) inference has attracted vast interest.
Mobile CPUs are the most common hardware for on-device inference and many inference frameworks have been developed for them.
Yet, due to the hardware complexity, DL inference on mobile CPUs
suffers from two common issues: the poor performance scalability
on the asymmetric multiprocessor, and energy inefficiency.
We identify the root causes are improper task partitioning and
unbalanced task distribution for the poor scalability, and unawareness of model behaviour for energy inefficiency. Based on that, we
propose a novel technique called AsyMo for the thread pool implementation of DL frameworks to solve the two issues. The key
design principle is to leverage the execution determinism of DL
inference, and build an optimal execution plan offline by jointly
considering model structures and hardware characteristics. For performance scalability, AsyMo implements cost-model-directed partitioning and asymmetry-aware task scheduling to properly divide
and fairly schedule tasks on asymmetric CPUs. For energy saving,
AsyMo determines the least-energy cost frequency based on data
reuse rate of a model.
AsyMo is evaluated on different models and DL frameworks.
All gain substantial improvement. For example, AsyMo shows up
to 46% performance and 37% energy-efficiency improvement for
convolution-dominant models, and up to 97% performance and
1.22× energy-efficiency improvement for fully-connect-dominant
models, compared to an optimized TensorFlow on off-the-shelf mobile CPUs.

• Human-centered computing → Ubiquitous and mobile computing systems and tools; • Computing methodologies → Parallel computing methodologies.
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1

Introduction

DL technology is used extensively in mobile and edge applications [59], such as image editing, face detection, and speech recognition. On-device DL inference is gaining momentum, due to the
advantages in privacy protection, internet resilience, and quick response compared to on-cloud inference. Therefore, many DL frameworks and libraries have provided dedicated support for on-device
inference.
Nearly all on-device inferences run on mobile CPUs, according to
a recent study from Facebook [58]. Though various AI accelerators
have been developed, mobile CPUs are still the most used due to
their general availability, mature programming environment, robust
support for diverse models, and increasingly better performance.
Mobile GPUs are also widely available, but they provide only as
much performance as mobile CPUs on majority Android devices,
and many DL models are not supported on mobile GPUs [58]. Thus,
we focus on mobile CPUs in this paper.
Issues However, we find that current on-device inference on mobile CPUs suffers from two common inefficiency issues. The first
issue is poor performance scalability on asymmetric multiprocessor (AMP). Mobile CPUs feature an asymmetric design such as
ARM big.LITTLE technology [21]. There is a big-core processor
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Figure 1: DL inference barely gains speedup by using both processors compared to just using the big processor for ResNet-50
in different frameworks on Kirin 970 with Android.
with higher CPU performance, as well as a little-core processor
with lower performance and energy cost. Unfortunately, as shown in
Fig. 1, DL inference barely gains speedup by using both processors
compared to just the big-core processor, although the little one provides additional compute capability (e.g., 58% more on Kirin 970).
This is undesirable since inference latency is crucial for end users.
DL frameworks should be capable to utilize all the available compute
capability.
The other issue is energy inefficiency because of improper CPU
frequency setting. OS cannot identify the most energy-efficient frequency because of the unawareness of DL behaviour characteristics.
It tends to set the highest CPU frequency for inference, which is good
for performance rather than energy. For example, ResNet-101 [22]
consumes 81% more energy while saves only 32% inference time
on Snapdragon 845 at the highest frequency compared to the leastenergy cost frequency. Besides, the OS frequency scaling is not
responsive enough particularly for short-run inferences. For example, the frequency only starts to gradually increase after 20% of
total inference time for MobileNet V1 [26]. PredJoule [5] identifies
efficient frequency through extensive energy measurements for every
layer of a DL model on mobile CPUs. This is infeasible for the large
numbers of models.
Root causes We deeply analyze the reasons for the poor scalability issue. The first reason we find is the unbalanced task1 distribution
on AMP cores. DL models are composed of tensor operations, particularly matrix multiplication (MM). For parallel execution, the
thread pool (e.g., Eigen [15] and OpenMP [46]) of DL frameworks
partitions MMs into sub-MM tasks, and then assigns the tasks to
each thread of the pool in a round-robin way. The OS then schedules these threads to run on the AMP cores. Unfortunately, current
scheduling result is not ideal. We find that (1) the task distribution
between the big and little processors is not proportional to their
compute capability and the little one executes much fewer tasks;
(2) the task distribution between the cores within each processor is
also unbalanced due to the interference-prone mobile environment.
Therefore, the performance gain by adding the little processor is far
below expectation. It is necessary to implement asymmetry-aware
task assignment in DL frameworks rather than just relying on OS
scheduling.
Another implicit reason for the poor scalability is inferior task partitioning. We find that without proper partitioning, performance gain
from adding the little processor is still under expectation (e.g., 20%
vs 58% on Kirin 970) even with asymmetry-aware task assignment.

1

A task in this paper means a serial computation unit which can be assigned to run on a
core.

MM partitioning (also called blocking or tiling) is a classical question and used to be actively studied on symmetric CPUs [7, 34, 54–
56, 64]. It is not that active in recent years because the large cache
on server CPUs can hold the data for most MMs, and thus performance is not sensitive to block size. However, block size still has
big impact on mobile CPUs (e.g., 30% on Kirin 970). The de-facto
partitioning method used by current mobile DL frameworks is based
on ATLAS [56]. It partitions matrices according to two considerations: the smaller matrix is always the inner matrix in the loop, and
the blocks of a sub-MM task can be held in cache.
Challenges There are four major challenges on mobile AMP
CPUs that current partitioning methods cannot solve. (1) Hardware
asymmetry. Current partitioning uses unified block size on AMP
cores, which harms performance and misleads the fair task assignment based on the number of tasks. (2) Separated cache between the
big and little processors on most mobile CPUs. Accessing remote
cache can cause 5× latency than local cache. Current partitioning
and scheduling neglects this and may cause remote cache accesses.
(3) High competition for small cache (e.g., 2 M cache shared by
four cores on the big processor of Kirin 970). ATLAS carefully
determines innermost matrix for cache reuse. However, the high
competition from multi-cores for the small cache can possibly cause
cache thrashing. (4) Interference-prone environment. Overlooking
this, current partitioning always results in lagging threads.
Our approach This paper proposes the AsyMo system with
novel techniques to solve both the performance scalability and energy efficiency issues on mobile AMP CPUs. The primary design
principle is based on the fact that DL inference is deterministic. That
is, given a DL model, its execution is entirely determined by the
model itself. Therefore, by jointly considering the model structure
and AMP CPU characteristics, the optimal model execution plan
e.g., task partition and frequency setting, can be built offline. Guided
by this principle, AsyMo integrates the following components.
For performance scalability, AsyMo coordinates a cost-modeldirected block partitioning and an asymmetry-aware task scheduling
method, which comprehensively consider the challenges of mobile
AMP CPUs. The partitioning is first conducted on a processor level,
and then on a core level to find the task size predicted to have
the minimum MM latency by the cost model. The scheduling can
balance tasks on each core and avoid unnecessary data movement
between processors. The cost model is formulated by considering the
task-size impact on every aspect that contributes to the latency, such
as memory accesses, task scheduling cost, and degree of parallelism.
The parameters of the cost model can be trained by common MMs
for DL inference on each new CPU rather than each DL model, or
be set by empirical values.
AsyMo determines the least-energy frequency based on the finding that DL models are typical computation- or memory-intensive
workloads on mobile CPUs, which can be determined by the data
reuse rate (i.e., operational intensity) of a DL model. Therefore,
AsyMo offline profiles energy curves over frequency for computation and memory-access benchmarks on target CPUs. Based on the
data reuse rate of a DL model, the least-energy frequency can be
found on the corresponding energy curve.
As far as we know, AsyMo is the first thread pool implementation that can achieve performance scalabiliy for DL inference
on mobile AMP CPUs, and also gain substantial energy saving.

Implemented at thread pool level, the techniques of AsyMo is complementary with the optimizations at framework and kernel levels.
We implement AsyMo based on the thread pool of Eigen [15], and
then apply it to TensorFlow [18] (TF) and TensorFlow Lite [19]
(TFLite) which are the most widely used DL frameworks (39%
in total) on mobile devices according to the DL app analysis [59].
Besides, we also apply AsyMo to FeatherCNN [35] and ONNX
Runtime [42] (ORT) to show its portability. FeatherCNN shows
better performance than other libraries such NNPACK and OpenBLAS [35]. We evaluate MM computation, as well as end-to-end
DL inference for a range of CNN (Convolution Neural Network)
and RNN (Recurrent Neural Network) models on different mobile
CPUs (Snapdragon 845 [47] and Kirin 970 [23]) and OSes. For
MM executions, the speedup can reach up to 49%. For inference,
AsyMo can achieve 46% performance and 37% energy efficiency
improvement for convolution-dominant models, and up-to 97% and
1.22× improvement respectively for fully-connected-dominant models compared to an optimized-version TF v2.0 on Kirin 970 with
Android.
To sum up, the key contributions of the paper are:
• Analyze performance and energy issues for DL inference on
mobile CPUs, and identify the root causes (Section 3).
• Propose asymmetry-aware partitioning and scheduling methods to improve performance scalability of DL inference on
mobile AMP CPUs (Section 4.2 and Section 4.3).
• Propose to find the least-energy frequency based on the data
reuse rate of a DL model as well as the energy-frequency
curves of the CPU (Section 4.4).
• Implement AsyMo and achieve significant performance and
energy improvement on different frameworks, CPUs and
OSes for both RNN and CNN models (Section 5 and Section 6).

2

Background

To understand the performance scalability and energy issues, this
section introduces current task scheduling and partitioning for DL
inference, as well as OS frequency scaling for mobile AMP CPUs.
Parallelism in DL inference A DL model is generally represented as a dataflow graph. A major advantage is for parallel processing. A node of the graph is a compute operation (abbreviated as
op) and the connected edges are the tensors consumed or produced
by an op. Two levels of parallelism exist in the graph: the inter- and
intra-op parallelism. They can be implemented by two thread pools
for better performance.
Fig. 2 shows a simple dataflow graph as an example. The inter-op
thread pool can parallelly process ops without data dependency, such
as op B and C. After being pre-processed, B and C are partitioned
into tasks (notated as b and c) and sent to the shared intra-op thread
pool to execute. Each inter-op thread waits until all the tasks of its
op are finished to resume post processing. Compared to the compute
tasks in the intra-op pool, the time cost of the inter-op pool is minor.
Thus, intra-op thread pool is the optimization target of AsyMo.
Current thread pool implementations e.g., Eigen and OpenMP,
evenly distribute op’s tasks to the task queue of each thread without
consideration for AMP CPUs. The number of threads in the intra-op
pool is normally set to the number of CPU cores (i.e., hardware
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Figure 2: Inter- and intra-op parallel processing for op B and C
in the example dataflow graph. The notation b and c show the
partitioned tasks for B and C.
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Figure 3: (M, K) × (K, N) is partitioned into (mc, K) × (K, nc)
tasks for parallel execution. (mr, K) × (K, nr) is the basic computing block.
Table 1: The execution time % of MM in DL models
MobileNetsV1
65.76%

SqueezeNet
72.48%

ResNet-18
83.84%

SSD-MobileNetV1
68.00%

Char-RNN
97.45%

ResNet-50
84.81%

ResNet-101
88.27%

VGG-16
96.00%

RNN-classifier
99.11%

AlexNet
94.82%

threads). The threads in the pool will then be scheduled to run on
CPU cores by the underlying OS thread scheduler.
MM partitioning MM is the major cost of DL inference. Table 1
shows the MM time cost in representative CNN and RNN models
on Kirin 970, ranging from 66% to 99% of total time (experimental
settings in Section 6). The reason is that the convolution op (Conv)
for CNN is normally implemented as MM for better performance [9].
The fully-connect op (FC) for RNN is a matrix-vector multiplication
(MV) when the batch size is one for inference, which is a special case
of MM. Thus, proper partitioning for MM is critical for inference
performance.
Fig. 3 illustrates an example MM (M, K) × (K, N) which is partitioned into (mc, K) × (K, nc) tasks and then assigned to threads
in the pool. To fully utilize SIMD registers, MM kernel normally
has an elementary block size that cannot be partitioned i.e., mr and
nr in the figure. Albeit as the accumulation dimension, K can be
partitioned too if necessary.
The selection of mc and nc in current DL frameworks is basically
based on the heuristics of ATLAS and hardware thread number, to
make sure that the computation is equally divided for the threads
and the task data can be held in cache. As aforementioned, these
partitioning methods cannot solve the performance issue on mobile
AMP CPUs.
Mobile AMP and OS DVFS Single-ISA asymmetric multicore
architecture [33] is proposed to achieve both the performance and
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MobileNetV3 [25], the latest version of MobileNet designed to run
on mobile devices, on a range of AI chips including Google Edge
TPU [20] and Intel Movidius VPU [44]. Fig. 4 shows the results
of chips that can successfully run the model. The mobile CPU runs
the fastest albeit with much lower theoretical peak performance.
Moreover, mobile CPUs have similar micro architecture, and the
optimization techniques can be generally applied. However, AI accelerators have quite different architecture. The optimizations need
to be customized for each one. Based on these reasons, mobile CPUs
should still play an important role for on-device inference in the
coming future.

g
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Figure 5: Average CPU usage of big and little processors for
CNN inference in TF on Kirin 970 with Android. The little processor is seriously underutilized.
power requirements. It is widely adopted by mobile productions,
represented by ARM big.LITTLE technology. Compared to the bigcore processor, the little-core processor has lower CPU frequency,
smaller cache and memory bandwidth, in-order pipeline, and lower
power cost. Before DynamicIQ Shared Unit (DSU) technique [2],
ARM big and little processors have separate caches. DSU enables
optional shared L3 cache. (Section 6.1 has the detailed specs for the
platforms used in this paper.)
For CPU frequency setting, the big and little processors normally
have isolated power domains, and thus can set frequency separately.
Each processor has a range of frequencies that OS DVFS (Dynamic
Voltage and Frequency Scaling) can set based on the current workload for energy efficiency. Per-core frequency setting is not supported
in ARM CPUs yet.
For timely frequency response according to workload change, the
Schedutil governor [8] of OS DVFS is integrated into the state-of-theart OS thread scheduler for mobile AMP CPUs called Energy-aware
scheduling (EAS) [3] (note the difference between thread scheduling
in OS and task scheduling in intra-op thread pool). Thus, Schedutil
can configure frequency immediately when the scheduler changes
thread. The frequency response is much faster than the workloadsampling-based Ondemand DVFS governor [8].
However, as we will show in Section 3, EAS Schedutil still has
mismatch with short-run DL inference, which motivates the direct
frequency setting of AsyMo.
On-device DNN accelerators Though various AI accelerators
have been developed, CPUs are the dominant hardware for on-device
inference [58] for the following reasons. Firstly, CPUs are always
available on every mobile/edge device, but AI accelerators are not.
For example, Edge TPU is currently only available on Google Pixel
4. Secondly, the ecosystem of AI accelerators is closed and immature.
Most of the accelerators and their inference frameworks are black
box [29, 48, 49], raising the barrier from wide usage. Thirdly, specialized accelerators lack the flexibility to adapt novel DL algorithms,
and thus may not always perform well. For example, we evaluate

Performance evaluation and motivation

We have introduced the current design problems for DL inference on
mobile AMP CPUs. This section analyzes how the problems harm
performance scalability and energy efficiency.

3.1

Poor performance scalability on AMP

As shown in Fig. 1, current DL inference barely gains speedup by
using both processors. To understand the reason, we take TF as an
example, and record the processor usage for a range of CNN models
in Fig. 5. Clearly, the little-core processor is seriously underutilized,
only 9% usage on average. The usage for the big processor is not
ideal either, only 70% on average.
As explained in last section, the intra-op thread pool evenly distributes tasks to each thread, and then OS assigns threads to CPU
cores. We record the actual number of tasks executed on each core
for every op. Results expose two-level unbalanced task distribution
which causes the low CPU utilization.
The first level is unbalance between big and little processors.
The number of tasks executed on the little processor is much less
than its capability. Take MM in MobileNets V1 as an example, the
average number of sub-MM tasks executed on a little core is 0.68,
while the number on a big core is 3.82, so the ratio is 5.63. However,
their capability ratio (i.e., performance ratio) for running MM is only
1.73.
OS EAS is designed for mobile AMP. It schedules threads based
on comprehensive considerations on asymmetric core capability,
CPU utilization, and predicted energy cost. The result here shows
that the intra-op threads are improperly assigned to the big processor
much more often than the little one by EAS.
The second level is unbalance within a processor. For example,
the task distribution of an MM in VGG-16 is 90, 77, 94, 95 for the
big-core processor, and 40, 36, 25, 33 for the little-core processor
(each processor has four cores in Kirin 970). This is possibly due
to the interference from some Android background services or improper decisions of EAS. This unbalance degrades the average CPU
usage. The lagging core that executes the most tasks becomes the
performance bottleneck.
Therefore, the OS EAS for intra-op thread scheduling is far from
ideal, due to the lack of workload understanding on each thread. For
example, EAS does not know that there are equally-sized tasks on
each thread, which should be distributed proportionally according to
core capability. By comparison, with the information of tasks, fair
task assignments for AMP should be implemented in the intra-op
thread pool. This motivates the asymmetry-aware task scheduling of
AsyMo.
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3.2

DVFS mismatch

Through integration with OS thread scheduler, EAS Schedutil is expected to set CPU frequency in a timely fashion. We evaluate it using
the short-run MobileNets V1 as an example, and measure the CPU
power curve during inference in Fig. 6 (measurement methodology
in Section 6.1).
Surprisingly, there is a big mismatch between OS CPU frequency scaling and DL inference. The CPU power, an indicator of
CPU frequency, only starts to gradually increase about 34 ms (20%
of total inference time) after the inference starts. When the inference
is done, the power starts to descend about 25 ms later, and drags a
long tail to finally reach the idle power about 1,283 ms later, causing
a big waste of energy. We also evaluate the traditional samplingbased Ondemand governor. Much worse than Schedutil, the power
starts to increase about 775 ms after the inference starts. This makes
the inference time 6× more than the Schedutil result.
Users can avoid OS frequency scaling and set CPU frequency directly for their workload by the Userspace governor [8], with <1 ms
frequency transition latency. By setting the highest CPU frequency
for the inference period of MobileNets V1, we reduce the energy cost
by 57% compared to EAS Schedutil, which shows a big potential in
energy saving by using a proper CPU frequency.
As such, AsyMo sets CPU frequency directly for DL inference to
eliminate the extra energy cost and performance slowdown due to
DVFS mismatch.

4
4.1

AsyMo system design
System overview

The design of AsyMo is based on the unique characteristics of both
DL inference and mobile AMP CPUs.
The DL inference characteristics considered are: (i) deterministic execution. Given a DL model graph, the entire execution is
determined, such as ops and tensor size. The task partition and efficient frequency can be configured during the one-run framework
initialization after a model is loaded; (ii) embarrassingly parallel
tensor operation. The AsyMo just needs to balance the number of
tasks on each core according to core capability rather than the need

to identify critical path or data dependencies for general applications [30]; (iii) typical hardware behaviour characteristics. Conv
is a typical computation-intensive workload while FC is memoryintensive (explanation in Section 4.4), which facilitates the selection
of least-energy frequency for models dominant by these ops.
The mobile AMP CPU characteristics considered are: (i) asymmetric core capability. Task partitioning and scheduling are customized for big and little processor respectively; (ii) small caches.
The partitioning carefully selects block size to reduce total memory
accesses; (iii) separated caches. The partitioning and scheduling
avoid costly data transfer between processors. (iv) interferenceprone environment. The execution on mobile CPUs is easily to be
interfered by system services or other workloads. The partitioning
and scheduling need to avoid some core become a bottleneck.
Considering these unique characteristics, the workflow of AsyMo
is shown in Fig. 7. After a model is loaded in the one-run framework
initialization, the cost-model-directed block partitioning of AsyMo
calculates the proper task size for every MM of the model on both
big and little processors. The least-energy frequency for the model
is found by AsyMo based on its data reuse rate (i.e., memory- or
computation-intensive) as well as the processor’s energy-frequency
curves.
After all the preparation in initialization, during the inference
run, the asymmetry-aware scheduler of AsyMo binds each intra-op
thread to one CPU core, and schedules tasks fairly to each thread.
To meet diverse requirements of apps, AsyMo supports two configurable modes: 1) latency-first mode where the highest CPU frequency is set for best performance; 2) energy-first mode where the
most energy-efficient CPU frequency obtained by AsyMo is used
to achieve minimum energy cost. Note that both the two modes
have better performance and lower energy cost than the default DL
inference without AsyMo (except for VGG-16 shown in Section 6).
Next, we introduce each technique of AsyMo in detail.

4.2

Cost-model-directed block partitioning

Current partitioning method based on ATLAS cannot solve the challenges on mobile AMP CPUs, which results in inferior performance.
AsyMo partitioning comprehensively considers all these challenges.
This section will first explain the ideas behind AsyMo, and then
introduce the proposed cost model.
Design guidelines Due to the interference-prone environment,
we find that there are always threads lagging, even though balanced
task assignment is implemented and also task stealing from a busy
thread to a free thread is enabled. Based on this, if a task is too big,
just task stealing cannot help reduce the task on lagging threads.
Therefore, we construct a partitioning guideline on mobile CPUs:
for better task balance, task size should be minimized.
However, we find that reducing task size may increase memory
accesses. The reason is that all the tasks are parallelly executed
without particular order. Unless the cache can hold all the data of
an MM, as is frequently the case on servers but rare on mobile
CPUs, cache thrashing is possible i.e., every task has to load data
from memory. Thus, another partitioning guideline for small-cache
mobile CPUs is that task size should be maximized but remain
within cache limitations, so that memory accesses are minimal.
The two competing guidelines result in a trade-off task size which
has the least MM latency. Empirical search of the configuration space
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on mobile CPUs is too large (in the order of millions) to be practical.
By considering task-size impact on every aspect that contributes to
the latency, including memory accesses, degree of parallelism, and
scheduling cost, we formulate an MM cost model. It can predict
the cost of each task size and find the size with minimum MM
latency. Plus, the input, filter, and feature map size of DL models are
normally within a specific set, so the model is easy to achieve good
accuracy. This model only needs to be offline trained once for each
CPU, and then can be applied for various DL inference.
MM cost model Table 2 shows the cost model. The input is
block size on each dimension and output is predicted latency. The
cost calculation process first calculates the cost of a sequential unit
in Step (1) and (2). Since K is the accumulation dimension, the tasks
along K normally run sequentially. Step (3) calculates the parallel
MM execution cost based on the cost of one sequential unit, the
M N
number of sequential units ( mc
· nc ), and the number of threads.
Step (4) calculates other cost, including framework cost and task
scheduling cost proportional to number of tasks. The unbalance
Table 2: Latency cost model for a (M, K) × (K, N) MM.
Variables mc, nc, kc: block size on each dimension
mr, nr: elementary block size (ref. Fig. 3)
Constants T hread#: thread number = core number
t f lop , tdata : cost of a FLOP; a data access.
Training
parameters tsched , t f ram : cost of a task scheduling; framework.
p: unbalance coefficient.
(1) FLOPs and data size of a task:
FLOPtask = mc · nc · kc
DataTypeSize
Datatask = CachelineSize
(mc · kc + kc · nc + 2 · mc · nc)
(2) Cost of a sequential unit:
K
Cost Costseq = kc
· (tcomp · FLOPstask + tdata · Datatask )
calculation (3) Cost of parallel execution:
process Cost par = 1 · M · N ·Costseq
T hread# mc nc
(4) Cost of unbalance + scheduling + framework:
M N K
Costother = p ·Costseq + tsched · mc
· nc · kc + t f ram
(5) Total MM cost:
Cost = Cost par + Costother
(1) Cache size:
mr · kc + nr · kc + mr · nr ≤ L1Size
Constraints (mc · kc + nc · kc + mc · nc) × T hread# ≤ L2Size
(2) Least memory
accesses:
q
MN
mc = nc = i·T hread# , i ∈ N

cost is the time that some threads wait for others to finish all their
tasks. Thus, it is a multiple of sequential cost. Including this cost
is particularly important for the interference-prone environment.
Finally, the whole MM latency cost for a task size can be obtained
in Step (5).
To reduce memory accesses, the cost model sets two constraints
for the block size. Constraint (1) is to make sure that the data of one
task can be held in cache. The elementary compute block (introduced
in Section 2) should reside in L1 cache. This constraint is for the
two-level cache on most mobile CPUs and L2 is public to all cores
within a processor.
Constraint (2) is to reduce total memory accesses of MM. It is calculated by multiplying the number of tasks with the memory accesses
M N K
of a task, i.e., mc
· nc · kc · Datatask , which equals to Eq. 1. Since
M N
·
=
i
×
T
hread#,
i ∈ N, i.e., the number of sequential units is a
mc nc
multiple of the number of threads, for a fixed i, the minimum value
of Eq. (1) is achieved when mc = nc. That is how Constraint (2) is
calculated.
From Constraint (2), we can get a candidate mc and nc for each
integer i. Through the cost model, we can find the least-cost mc and
nc as the final partitioning result.
Datatotal =

N
M
K
·M·K +
·N ·K + 2· ·M·N
nc
mc
kc

(1)

A special case is when M ≪ N (or N ≪ M) such as MV, the
calculated block size may be larger than M (or N). If so, AsyMo will
not partition M (or N), but only partition the other dimensions.
Partitioning for big and little processors As shown in Fig. 8
(1), AsyMo first conducts processor-level partitioning by dividing
the bigger matrix into two sub-matrices. Then, it conducts core-level
partitioning within each processor. Reasons for the processor-level
division are: (1) the proper block size is different on each processor; (2) the separation can avoid costly data transfer between the
two processors. The division ratio is based on the offline measured
processor capability (i.e., performance difference running MM) as
well as the current processor usage.
To sum up, besides of the design for AMP, the specific advantage
of AsyMo partitioning is that it considers the trade-off between
task balance and memory access reduction. The result block size
is normally much smaller than other partitioning methods. Even

4.3

Asymmetry-aware scheduling

The guidelines for AsyMo scheduling are: 1) to balance the number
of tasks on each core and processor; 2) to avoid unnecessary data
movement between processors.
AsyMo sets the intra-op thread pool equal to the core number,
and uses OS thread affinity to bind each thread to a core as shown
in Fig. 8(2). This can guarantee that the tasks actually executed on
each core is consistent with AsyMo scheduling.
Based on the partitioning result for big and little processor, AsyMo
schedules each task to the shortest thread queue in the corresponding
processor. If a thread’s task queue is empty, it can steal tasks from
other threads (i.e., work stealing). This is preferentially done from
the longest thread queue within a processor. If a thread on a big
core fails to steal a task within the processor, it is allowed to steal a
task from a thread on a little core. However, the other way around is
forbidden, because the block size of a big core can be too large for
the cache of a little core.
There are two kinds of tasks scheduled in the thread pool as shown
in Fig. 8: the data-copying tasks and sub-MM tasks. Data copying is
an optimization method to fully utilize cache space and locality. It is
used in general MM implementation after being proposed by ATLAS
and achieves better performance. After blocks are partitioned, it
copies the data of a block into a continuous memory space (i.e.,
block-major format) before computation, and this is the data-copying
task.
AsyMo schedules the data copying task and the corresponding
compute task within the same processor, which can avoid the costly
accesses to the remote cache. Other thread pool implementations,
however, randomly schedule data copying and sub-MM tasks to
cores. It is possible that the data for a sub-MM task resides in the
remote cache, which causes data transfer between processors.

4.4

Frequency setting for energy efficiency

AsyMo selects the least-energy frequency based on the guideline that
the least-energy frequency for a DL model is determined by its data
reuse rate (i.e., the operational intensity in a roofline model [57]).
The reason is as follows.
Design considerations Energy cost of a workload is calculated
as the sum of static and dynamic energy i.e., Energy = Time ×
Powerstatic + Time × Powerdynamic . Powerstatic normally keeps con1
stant with CPU frequency, while Time ∝ f req.
and Powerdynamic ∝
voltage2 × f req [12]. As frequency increases, the static energy cost
reduces, while the dynamic energy increases. Therefore, there will
be a trade-off frequency with the least total energy cost.
This least-energy frequency depends on the data reuse rate of
the workload, because it impacts the response of Time to CPU frequency. For example, for high computation-intensive workloads,
Time reduces accordingly as frequency increases, and so does the
static energy. By comparison, for high memory-intensive workloads, Time does not reduce much with CPU frequency, since it
has less impact on memory access latency. This is why for energy
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Relative to 0.682 GHz

with interference, collaborated with task stealing, tasks are easier
to be balanced among threads. Thus, results show much improved
performance scalability (results in Section 6).
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Figure 9: The least-energy frequencies are consistent on (a) the
offline measured energy curves for memory-access and computation workloads, and (b) the ResNet-18 and Char-RNN models
(measurement method in Section 5).
efficiency, memory-intensive workloads normally prefer a lower
CPU frequency.
For DL inference, MM (for Conv) and MV (for FC) are typical
computation- and memory-intensive (without parameter copying in
initialization) workload respectively. This can be calculated by a
simplified data-reuse formula for MM (without considering block
partition). Assuming that input matrices are loaded from memory
once and the result matrix is written back to memory. Multiply and
accumulation operations are counted separately. The data reuse for
an MM (M, K) × (K, N) is calculated by Eq. (2).
Data_reuse =

2MNK
=
MK + NK + 2MN

2
1
N

+

1
M

+

2
K

(2)

For MV, data reuse is bounded by 2, since N or M is 1. For MM, the
smallest dimension is much larger than 1 ranging from 20 to 540
in our benchmark DL models. Thus, the maximum data reuse of
MM is bounded by the smallest dimension of the input matrices.
The greater the data reuse, the fewer memory accesses that are
needed. Therefore, MM is computation intensive and MV is memory
intensive.
Based on all the considerations above, the idea of AsyMo is to
offline profile energy curves over frequency for computation and
memory-access benchmarks on target CPUs. Then, AsyMo can find
the least-energy frequency for MM and MV ops of a model by the
corresponding curve.
Experimental verification To verify the idea, we profile the energy curves over frequency for self-written memory-access and
computation benchmarks offline, and also the real energy curves
for a Conv-dominant model ResNet-18, and an FC-dominant model
Char-RNN [43] shown in Fig. 9. The lowest frequencies and curve
shapes between the two figures are consistent. AsyMo can find the
efficient frequencies for DL inference based on the offline profiled
curves.
The figures show unexpected results for the energy curves of
memory accesses. As Fig. 9 (b) shows, before 1.86 GHz, the CharRNN result is basically as expected. The time and energy do not
reduce much with CPU frequency. However, there is a big time and
energy drop after 1.86 GHz.
To explain this result, we profile the memory access latency on
two mobile CPUs shown in Fig. 10. Surprisingly, on Kirin 970, the
random access latency (solid line) drops between 1.86 and 2.09 GHz,
matching the RNN energy and time curve. Similar latency drop happens on Snapdragon 845 too. Thus, for ARM CPUs, the random
memory access latency drops at certain CPU frequencies. This
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Figure 10: The latency of random (right axis) and stream (left
axis) memory access on a single big core at different frequency
step of Kirin 970 and Snapdragon 845. Snapdragon 845 has bigger frequency range than Kirin 970.
is why the memory-intensive RNN has much lower energy cost at a
higher frequency.
Frequency setting for other ops We have also considered to
extend AsyMo to set different frequency for different ops of a model
based on its data reuse rate. However, current DL models are either
dominant by Conv e.g., CNN models or by FC e.g., RNN models.
Other ops like ReLU and Softmax take little time to run or fuse
with the Conv layers. Thus, to avoid extra frequency transition cost,
current AsyMo only sets frequency for Conv and FC ops.

5

Cost model training and energy profiling

We implement AsyMo in Eigen [15] due to its popular usage. DL
frameworks can call the APIs of AsyMo to utilize its thread pool
and frequency setting for DL inference. The asymmetry-aware thread
pool of AsyMo is implemented in Eigen’s NonBlockingThreadPool.
The block partitioning is added in TensorContractionThreadPool
which conducts block partitioning, and then enqueues the datacopying and sub-MM tasks.
Cost model training The cost model only needs to be trained
once for each CPU rather than each model. The input, filter, and
feature map size of DL models are normally within a specific set.
The training data set can be much smaller than general MM, but still
effective for DL models.
We select 15 MM sizes and 20 MV sizes in the data set. The MM
sizes are chosen from the Conv ops of two representative CNN models: VGG-16, an example of complex models; and MobileNets V1,
an example of light-weight models. For an (M, K) × (K, 1) MV, M
and K are set as the power-of-two values within range (256, 2048)
and (124, 2048) respectively. Each MM or MV also includes a range
of block sizes. In total, there are 270 settings in the data set. AsyMo
trains the cost model through linear regression and K-folder (K = 10)
cross validation using scikit-learn package.
The R2 value (an index to show how close the data to the regression line) of the trained model is 0.97 and 0.98 respectively for the
big and little processor. Applying the best partitioning found by
AsyMo to our benchmark DL models, the performance difference is
only 3% to 5% compared to the best empirically searched result. The
time cost of profiling and training is about one hour on Kirin 970.
Profiling of energy-frequency curves To find the least-energy
frequency, AsyMo offline profiles energy curves over frequency for
computation and memory-access benchmarks on target CPUs. This
profiling only needs to be done once for each CPU. The time cost
to profile energy is insignificant. Particularly, the energy curves are

purely hardware related, and ideally they should be provided by
hardware vendors.
We use Android APIs to read the voltage and current of the
battery and USB power supply on the mobile phone, and power
monitor on the Hikey970 development board. We thus can get the
real power of the computation and memory access at each frequency,
comp
i.e., Pfmem
req and Pf req , as well as the average memory access latency
mem
t f req (Section 6.1 for detailed measurement methodology). Then, the
energy curve for computation and memory access is calculated by
comp
1
mem
mem
f req × Pf req and t f req × Pf req respectively.
Both the big and little core processors have a range of frequencies
to be set. However, for the little processor, lowering frequency is not
very helpful for power reduction. For example, on Kirin 970, only
7% power difference between the lowest (0.51 GHz) and highest
(1.84 GHz) frequency on the little processor (Cortex A53), while
26% power difference between the lowest (0.68 GHz) and highest
(2.36 GHz) frequency on the big processor (Cortex A73). Thus,
AsyMo fixes the little core processor at the highest frequency, and
only scales the frequency of the big processor.

6
6.1

Evaluation
Experimental methodology

Hardware and OS We use a Hikey970 development board with
HiSilicon Kirin 970 SoC (Kirin 970 for short), running Android
9 Pie OS (Android for short), as the main experimental platform.
Compared to a phone, it is easier to conduct power monitoring and
temperature control on a development board. To show the portable
performance, we also evaluate AsyMo on Kirin 970 running Debian
Linux 4.9.78 aarch64 (Debian for short), and Google Pixel 3 XL with
Snapdragon 845 SoC (Snapdragon 845 for short) running Android 9
Pie. We will state particularly when the results are from these two
settings. The default DVFS governor for both OS is Schedutil. Note
that although both Kirin 970 and Snapdragon 845 run Android 9
Pie, since Android has customized codes for different hardware, the
behaviour may still be different.
Table 3 shows the CPU specs for Kirin 970 and Snapdragon 845.
Peak performance is measured by self-implemented MM. Memory
bandwidth and latency are profiled by LMbench [41]. The latency
and bandwidth vary with the CPU frequency. We list the min latency
and max bandwidth, respectively.
We measure the real power cost by Monsoon high voltage power
monitor [28] on the Hikey970 board. On the Pixel 3 XL phone, the
power of battery and USB is read from the Android APIs. The sampling rate is set to 5 kHz. Energy is the integral of power over time.
We calculate it by multiplying the average of measured power during
inference and the inference time. Note that the power measured is for
the whole development board or phone rather than just the CPU, so
the static power can be higher. However, it won’t affect the fairness
of the energy comparison.
The core utilization is sampled from /proc/stat every 200 ms. We
keep the inference running while sampling the time, and make sure
>20 samples for each model. The profiling thread runs on a different
machine rather than the measured CPU to avoid increasing core
utilization. The reported core utilization is the average of all the
samples for a core.

big core cluster
ARM Cortex A73, 4 cores
Out-of-order
0.68∼2.36 GHz
8.8 GFLOPs
64 KB private
2 MB shared
64 B
4.6 GBs (max)
200 ns (min)

little core cluster
ARM Cortex A53, 4 cores
In-order
0.51∼1.84 GHz
5.1 GFLOPs
32 KB private
1 MB shared
64 B
0.86 GBs (max)
200 ns (min)

Snapdragon 845
CPU
Pipeline
CPU Frequency
Peak Performance
L1 D/I
L2
Shared L3
Cacheline size
Memory read bandwidth
Random memory access latency

big core cluster
little core cluster
ARM Cortex A75, 4 cores ARM Cortex A55, 4 cores
Out-of-order
In-order
0.83∼2.80 GHz
0.30∼1.77 GHz
13.0 GFLOPs
5.4 GFLOPs
64 KB private
32 KB private
256 KB private
128 KB private
2 MB
64 B
64 B
10 GBs (max)
3.2 GBs (max)
200 ns (min)
210 ns (min)

Table 4: Time and energy cost of DL models in TensorFlow⋆
and AsyMo at max CPU frequency on Kirin 970 with Android
(foot size is the min and max of the measured time)
Model
MobileNets V1
SqueezeNet
SSD-MobileNetV1
ResNet-18
ResNet-50
ResNet-101
VGG-16
Char-RNN
AlexNet
RNN-classifier

Speedup

Table 3: Experimental platform specs
Kirin 970
CPU
Pipeline
CPU Frequency
Peak Performance
L1 D/I
L2
Cacheline size
Memory read bandwidth
Random memory access latency

Flops
(109 )
1.14
1.67
2.47
3.47
6.69
14.39
30.80
0.13
1.44
0.76

Params
(106 )
4.25
1.25
6.82
16.02
25.61
44.68
68.15
3.28
60.97
12.64

5

5

3

3

1

Framework and model configurations AsyMo is applied to
TF, TFLite, FeatherCNN and ORT. The version of TensorFlow and
TFLite is the recently released v2.0 with Eigen 3.3.7. They are
compiled for Android by the C++ compiler of android-ndk-r18b
with the option –cpu=arm64-v8a.
The version of FeatherCNN is v0.1-beta. It is compiled for Android using android-ndk-r19c and Android API version 21. ONNX
Runtime is v1.1.0 with Eigen 3.3.90, compiled by android-ndk-r18b
with Android API version 24.
AsyMo is evaluated with a range of typical DL models with various model or computation complexity and memory usage [6]. The
CNN models included are MobileNets V1 [26], SqueezeNet [27],
SSD-MobileNetV1 [38], ResNet-18/50/101 [22], VGG-16 [50], and
AlexNet [32]. The RNN models are Char-RNN [43] and RNN classifier. CNN models are commonly dominated by Conv ops, except for
AlexNet whose FC ops take ∼ 78% total time. Thus, we categorize
the models into either Conv-dominant or FC-dominant groups.
The types of the model parameters are all Float32. All the CNN
models use default input size and NN structure. Except for VGG-16,
a FC-4096 layer is removed because of an out-of-memory error. The
configurations for the two RNN models are: Char-RNN: hidden_size
512, layers 2, batch_size 1, input_size 65, length 40, cell LSTM;
RNN classifier: hidden_size 1024, layers 3, batch_size 1, input_size
512, length 20, cell GRU.
The reported inference time and energy are the arithmetic mean of
20 runs with 1 s delay between each run (except for the continuous
inference experiment). The first inference time is excluded. The
reason is that current DL frameworks normally use lazy initialization.
The first inference also includes some one-time framework cost and
runs several times slower than the following ones.
Optimized TF baseline We made two modifications to default
TF as our baseline. One is to pre-copy model parameters into continuous memory during initialization to eliminate copies during
inference. The other is the parallel implementation for MV (default
TF only supports sequential MV). Block number of this parallel
MV is equal to thread number. These two modifications are straightforward and have already been addressed in some DL frameworks/libraries [14, 34, 40]. The optimized baseline (denoted as TF⋆)

Time (s)
TF⋆
AsyMo
0.09 (0.08, 0.11) 0.06 (0.06, 0.07)
0.11 (0.09, 0.13) 0.07 (0.07, 0.08)
0.17 (0.15, 0.19) 0.12 (0.11, 0.13)
0.18 (0.16, 0.19) 0.12 (0.11, 0.13)
0.34 (0.30, 0.37) 0.22 (0.21, 0.22)
0.63 (0.58, 0.69) 0.43 (0.42, 0.45)
1.24 (1.21, 1.27) 0.62 (0.61, 0.63)
0.38 (0.30, 0.46) 0.03 (0.02, 0.07)
0.39 (0.38, 0.41) 0.06 (0.05, 0.08)
1.03 (0.84, 1.06) 0.11 (0.11, 0.11)

Default
AsyMo
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1
1
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7.52
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Figure 11: Performance scalability of MM over the number of
cores (1-4 are big and 5-8 are little cores) by applying AsyMo
to (a) TF; (b) FeatherCNN; (c) ORT at max CPU frequency on
Kirin 970 with Android.
is 32% faster than default TF for Conv-dominant models on average, and achieves up to 4.30× improvement in performance for
FC-dominated models on Kirin 970 with Android.

6.2

Results

This section will first show performance scalability improvement
for MM by utilizing AsyMo in TF, ORT and FeatherCNN. Then,
the whole DL model inference results are shown by utilizing all the
techniques of AsyMo compared to TF v2.0⋆. The model evaluation
is mainly on TF because of its sound support for various models.
MM results. Fig. 11 shows the performance scalability improvement of MM (an average over a range of MM size used by DL) by
utilizing AsyMo to different frameworks. Default TF and ORT use
Eigen of different versions for thread pool implementation, while
FeatherCNN uses OpenMP. Every of them has different serial MM
kernel implementation. AsyMo can gain portable speedup on all of
them. By the better partition strategy and fair scheduling, AsyMo can
improve the CPU utilization for both big and little processors, and
achieve performance scalability on AMP. For example, in FeatherCNN (Fig. 11 (b)), the 4-big-core speedup is 2.65× while AsyMo is
3.4×. On both big and little processors, FeatherCNN is only 3.35×
while AsyMo is 5.31×.
Model inference results. Now we show results of real DL model
inference on both big and little processors. AsyMo can greatly reduce
latency and energy compared to TensorFlow⋆ in both latency-first or
energy-first mode.
For the latency-first mode, CPU frequency is set at max (i.e.,
2.36 GHz) for both AsyMo and TensorFlow⋆ for fair comparison.
Fig. 12a shows the performance and energy efficiency improvement
EnergyT F
TimeT F
of AsyMo ( Time
and Energy
) for DL models. Table 4 lists
AsyMo
AsyMo
the actual measured time (average, max, min), energy, and model
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Figure 12: The relative performance and energy efficiency improvement of AsyMo on Kirin 970 with Android for Conv- (left
axis) and FC-dominant (right axis) groups at (a) max CPU frequency; (b) most efficient frequency for AsyMo and Schedutil
for TensorFlow⋆.
size. The average performance for Conv-dominant improves 48%
by AsyMo, while energy efficiency increases by 22%. The energy
improvement is smaller than performance because the improved
core utilization by AsyMo also increases power consumption by
around 20%. For the three FC-dominated models (right axis), the
performance improvement is 1.01×, 74% and 83%, and the energy
efficiency improvement is 52%, 62% and 45% respectively. The FCdominant improvement is much better than Conv-dominant. This
is because as Section 6.1 said, Tensorflow⋆ simply partitions MV
into thread number (8 in this case) blocks, which is much fewer
than desired. RNN-classifier’s improvement is lower than CharRNN because its inter-op parallelism is explored by TensorFlow,
and the ops can run parallelly. Char-RNN can only benefit from
the paralellism provided by Tensorflow⋆. AlexNet is lower than the
other two because besides FC, its Conv op takes about 16% total
running time in TensorFlow.
For energy-first, AsyMo can find the efficient frequency through
its energy-frequency curves. Since AsyMo changes FC-dominant
from a memory-intensive workload to computation intensive, the
efficient frequency for all the benchmark models is set to 1.86 GHz
in AsyMo on Hikey970. Fig. 12b shows the improvement of AsyMo
at this frequency compared to default TensorFlow with EAS Schedutil which mostly sets CPU to the highest frequency. AsyMo improves energy efficiency by 37% for Conv-dominant on average
compared to Schedutil governor. The efficiency improvement for
three FC-dominated models is 83%, 1.22× and 75% respectively.
The performance improvement is similar as Fig. 12a.
As discussed in Section 3.2, the energy cost reduction comes from
1) the efficient frequency selected by AsyMo using less power than
max frequency; 2) eliminating the additional energy cost from the
long power tail of Schedutil after the inference is done; 3) reduced
running time by removing the mismatched frequency period at the
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Figure 13: The performance improvement breakdown for prearranged parameters, asymmetry-aware scheduling, and costmodel-based block partition compared to default TensorFlow
for Conv- (left axis) and FC-dominant (right axis) groups at
max CPU frequency on Kirin 970 with Android.
beginning of inference using Schedutil. The third reason can also explain why for some models e.g.,SqueezeNet, the speedup of efficient
frequency over Schedutil is even higher than Fig. 12b.
Performance improvement breakdown To show the performance improvement of each technique of AsyMo, Fig. 13 breaks
down the speedup at max frequency in Fig. 12a for asymmetry-aware
scheduling and cost-model-based block partition.
AsyMo scheduling improves performance by 24% for Convdominant models on average. This improvement comes from the fair
task scheduling and better cache locality. The improvement for the
long-running VGG-16 is relatively lower than the other models. It is
because as explained in Section 3.1, the default workload balance
for VGG-16 is better than others and the default little core usage is
28% already. The small increase for the three FC-dominant models
is because the eight blocks are too few to be scheduled fairly.
Block partition improves another 24% on average. Compared to
default Eigen block partition, the partition cost model of AsyMo
considers reducing both data accesses and sequential waiting time,
and generates about 6 times more tasks for each op on average. More
tasks i.e., smaller blocks facilitate the workload balance and improve
the parallelism degree. This is particularly important for ops having
a small number of tasks by default Eigen and thus more sensitive
to imbalance. For this reason, the improvement for SqueezeNet and
MobileNets V1 is a bit higher than others.
Results on other platforms The results above are from Kirin 970
with Android. To show the portability of AsyMo, we also evaluate
it on different hardware–Snapdragon 845, and different OS–Debian
Linux 4.9.78. Fig. 14 shows the performance improvement results.
The average performance improvement on Snapdragon 845 is
52% for Conv-dominant models, about 29% higher than Kirin 970.
The major reason is the default CPU usage of big cores for Snapdragon 845 is lower than Kirin 970. Thus, there is more space for
AsyMo to improve. The performance improvement for FC-dominant
models is 63%, 66% and 37% respectively, smaller than the result
on Kirin 970. It is because the little core capability is about a third
of the big core on Snapdragon 845, and a half on Kirin 970. Assume
a big core’s capability is 1, then from a sequential MV running on
one big core to perfect parallelism on four big and four little cores
on Snapdragon 845 can speedup 4+ 43 = 5.33, while on Kirin 970 can
speedup 4+ 42 = 6.
Energy consumption of Snapdragon 845 is also evaluated. For the
latency-first mode, CPU frequency is set at max (2.65 GHz). The
energy efficiency is improved by 23% on average for Conv-dominant
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Figure 16: The performance improvement of AsyMo compared
to TFLite⋆ on Kirin 970 with Android.
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Figure 17: The relative performance improvement of AsyMo
on TensorFlow⋆ with background load interference for Conv(left axis) and FC-dominant (right axis) groups at max CPU frequency on Snapdragon 845 with Android.
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Figure 14: The performance improvement of AsyMo compared
to TensorFlow⋆ on Snapdragon 845 with Android and Kirin 970
with Debian at max CPU frequency.
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Figure 15: The relative performance and energy efficiency improvement of AsyMo on Snapdragon 845 with Android for
Conv- (left axis) and FC-dominant (right axis) groups at (a)
max CPU frequency; (b) most efficient frequency for AsyMo
and Schedutil for TensorFlow⋆.

Figure 18: The relative performance improvement of AsyMo on
TensorFlow⋆ w/o delay between inference runs for Conv- (left
axis) and FC-dominant (right axis) groups on Snapdragon 845
with Android.

models, as shown in Fig. 15a. Due to the smaller static power, the
increase in CPU utilization would result in higher increase in power,
compared to Kirin 970, which is why the energy efficiency improvement is similar even with more improvement in performance. For the
energy-first mode, CPU frequency is set to 1.21 GHz according to
the energy curve of computation workload. The average performance
improvement for Conv-dominant models is 19%, and the energy efficiency improves by 1.27×, as shown in Fig. 15b. Running at this
low frequency, models gain acceleration mostly from correcting the
mismatch discussed in Section 3.2, which decreases as inference
time increases. This explains why VGG16 is 25% slower.
The speedup for Kirin 970 with Debian is about 16% smaller on
average for Conv-dominant models compared to Kirin 970 with Android. This is because counter-intuitively, the baseline CPU utilization of Conv-dominant on Debian is better than Android, especially
for MobileNets V1, although this Debian version doesn’t have EAS
scheduling for big and little cores. It is possibly because Android
has more background services which disturb the inference running.
TFLite is designed for DL inference on mobile devices. Eigen
is also its fallback choice for the thread pool implementation and
the Float32 Conv ops. Thus, we also evaluate the performance of
AsyMo compared to TFLite⋆ with Eigen library for Conv-dominant
models in Fig. 16. TFLite has its own sequential implementation for

MV and doesn’t use Eigen’s, so we didn’t evaluate FC-dominant
for TFLite. The average performance improvement is 32%. The
result shows that although TFLite is particularly designed for mobile
devices, AsyMo can still gain great improvement.
Background load interference The robustness of AsyMo under
background load interference is evaluated with both static and dynamic background load. For static load, we use a controllable load
generator stress [1] and run a single-thread sqrt() (which represents
computation load) or malloc() (which represents memory load). For
dynamic load, we use the replay tool RERAN [17] to record the user
input of playing game Cut the Rope [63] level 10 to level 12, and replay it with each test. The result in Fig. 17 shows that Conv-dominant
models can still gain 25% speedup with static computation load, 27%
speedup with static memory load, and 27% speedup under dynamic
game load. FC-dominant models can gain up to 58% speedup with
static computation load, 73% speedup with static memory load, and
57% speedup under dynamic game load. The smaller block size and
work stealing mechanism can help balance the loads among cores
when there is background interference.
Continuous inference In previous experiments, a 1 s delay is
inserted between inferences to maintain a neat and stable experimental environment for generating reproducible results. We also
evaluate the performance for long continuous inference runs (use
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Figure 19: The relative performance improvement of AsyMo
and WASH [31] on TensorFlow⋆ for Conv- (left axis) and FCdominant (right axis) groups at max CPU frequency on Snapdragon 845 with Android.
1000 times here) to show the potential thermal throttling impact
on AsyMo. As shown in Fig. 18, Conv-dominant models can gain
43% speedup on average. The reason for performance improvement
drop is that AsyMo increases CPU utilization and therefore would
generate more heat under continuous inference runs. The thermal
throttling may be trigger earlier. A performance increase is also
observed for SSD-MobileNetV1, ResNet-18, VGG-16 and AlexNet.
This is possibly because continuous running reduces the time to
awake sleeping threads.
Comparison with other AMP scheduler There are some general thread scheduling algorithms for AMP machines. For a quantitative comparison, we implement WASH [31], one of the state-ofthe-art AMP thread scheduler, on Tensorflow⋆. Since it is a generalpurpose thread scheduler, WASH is unaware of MM block partition,
and just schedules threads according to the core capability (no critical threads for MM). Therefore, for WASH, we use the default block
partition strategy of Tensorflow, and schedule threads according to
core capability (i.e., three-times threads on a big core compared
to a little core on Snapdragon 845). Experimental result in Fig. 19
shows that the baseline performance is reduced by 5% on average
for Conv-dominant models with WASH. This illustrates that without
proper block partition of AsyMo, just scheduling threads according
to core difference cannot benefit performance.
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Related work

Block partition tuning There are many works on auto-tuning GPU
work group size by empirical searching [36, 45, 53] or model-based
searching [13, 16, 24, 51]. Empirical searching runs different configurations on real hardware to find the best one and thus has high
searching cost. Model-based searching either manually derives a performance model or automatically trains a machine learning model to
predict the running cost of different configurations. However, CPU
and GPU are different in architecture and thus, the performance
models for GPUs cannot be applied directly to CPUs.
The MM block partition strategies for CPUs normally use heuristics to empirically search for the optimal block size [7, 54]. [34]
recommends using the largest block size possible that does not incur
self interference within an array. ATLAS [54] tries to put the matrix
that can be held in cache as the innermost matrix since it will be invoked many times, or it will put the two operand sub-matrices and the
result sub-matrix into cache. PHiPAC [7] searches the best block size
according to the register and cache size. TVM [10] and NeoCPU [39]
are designed to generate low-level optimized code for DL models,
by searching a code space and chooses a better operator according
to the predicted or measured cost during compilation. SOL [52]

is a middleware that transparently support heterogenous hardware
and determines optimal memory layout in the compiling session.
DeepCPU [64] accelerates RNN inference on x86 server CPUs. Its
block partition strategy also considers reducing the slow-memory accesses. All those methods are mainly designed for symmetric server
CPUs with large cache, and the search-based mechanisms imposes
high search overhead. To compare, AsyMo formalizes an analytical
cost-prediction model to quickly find the best partition for each DL
model. AsyMo is designed for asymmetric mobile CPUs with much
small cache and also considers parallelism, heterogeneous cache
size, scheduling overhead, and framework overhead for DL.
AMP thread scheduling There are thread scheduling algorithms
designed for AMP machines [3, 31, 62]. They schedule threads
to big or little cores by monitoring their hardware behaviours or
criticality. WASH [31] proportionally schedules threads to big and
little cores according to the core capability. COLAB [62] makes
coordinated core assignment and thread selection decisions based
on the performance estimation of each thread on different cores, as
well as identified communication patterns and bottleneck threads.
Gomatheeshwari et al. [4] utilize a lightweight-deep neural network
(LW-DNN) to predict the optimal cores for each workload. Compared with AsyMo, these works are for general thread scheduling
at the OS or language virtual machine level. They are unknown of
the code logic running on each thread, such as the matrix multiplication in this paper. Therefore, these schedulers cannot conduct
block partition for matrix multiplication and then schedules them.
By comparison, AsyMo partitions blocks first and then schedules
the sub-block tasks according to the core capability.
Energy efficiency for mobile inference PredJoule [5] empirically measures the energy cost of each layer of a DL model under
different CPU/GPU DVFS settings to find the least energy settings
under latency requirements. However, the setting space is large and
real measurement can be slow. Besides, as shown in the paper, the
Conv and FC layers dominate the total cost. It is not rewarding to
measure the energy of layers like ReLU and Softmax. They are
normally fused with the conv layers anyway. An energy estimation
tool [60] for DL models was developed and used for energy-aware
model pruning [61] and compression [37], but it is specialized for the
Eyeriss [11] DL accelerator only, and thus cannot be used for commercial hardware. AsyMo derives energy model to find the efficient
CPU frequency for real ARM CPUs.
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Conclusion

This paper reveals the performance scalability issue due to imbalanced task distribution, and energy inefficiency due to DVFS mismatch for mobile DL inference. To solve these, AsyMo is proposed
to properly partition the MM blocks, schedule tasks among threads
for fairness, and set the most energy efficient frequency. Both performance and energy efficiency get improved greatly by AsyMo in
different DL frameworks on various platforms.
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